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### Kentucky Derby Raglan Red Sleeve

- **Price:** $34.00
- **Description:** A casual raglan sleeve top featuring the Kentucky Derby logo and colors.

### Derby Doodle and the Red Leaf

- **Author:** Lisa J. Eliotte
- **Publication Date:** March 15, 2004
- **Format:** Hardcover
- **Dimensions:** 15.25 x 22 cm
- **Pages:** 96

#### Description

Derby Doodle and the Red Leaf follows the adventures of young tricksters as they navigate the dangerous world of the Kentucky Derby. With elements of magic and mystery, the story offers a unique perspective on the iconic horse racing event. The book is perfect for readers of all ages who enjoy adventurous tales and a touch of the supernatural.

#### Key Features

- Illustrated with beautiful artwork
- Engaging narrative
- Suitable for family reading

#### Reviews

Praise for Derby Doodle and the Red Leaf:

“Lisa J. Eliotte's latest book takes readers on a fantastical journey through the halls of the Kentucky Derby. With vivid imagery and a captivating storyline, Eliotte weaves together elements of magic and mystery to create a truly unforgettable read.”

#### Additional Resources

- **GoldDerby:** The Derby Doodle and the Red Leaf was also released as a digital book, providing accessibility for readers on the go.
- **FictionDB:** Explore more works by Lisa J. Eliotte and find similar reads in the FictionDB catalog.

---

This summary provides an overview of Derby Doodle and the Red Leaf, highlighting key details and resources for further exploration.